Mobile Expense Management
Solution
About 1Mobility
1Mobility, a global company, offers a cloud based, internationalized and scalable Enterprise
Mobility Management (EMM) solution that secures, monitors, manages and supports
mobile devices across platforms, service providers and manufacturers.
1Mobility provides an affordable solution either cloud based or privately installed, enables
over-the-air distribution of mobile applications, configuration settings and security policies
to corporate owned or employee owned (BYOD) devices through a central web console.
1Mobility offers following solutions






Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM)
Data Loss Prevention (DLP) of Mobile Data
Compliance enforcement and monitoring
App Wrapping and containerization
BYOD Management
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Expense Management Datasheet

1Mobility Mobile Expense Management

1Mobility’s Mobile Expense Management Solution
(MExMS) is the system for automating management of
mobile expenses (voice and data plans) across your
enterprise to monitor, track and report mobile expenses.
1Mobility provides values of detailed expense
management and a demonstrable path to BYOD strategy.
1Mobility tracks and reports back the transition and
expense shift. After moving to BYOD, employees are able
to file expense through a web or mobile interface.
MExMS helps enterprises to eliminate unnecessary mobile
expenses by analyzing the corporate bills using our
custom technology and advising our clients on an
appropriate BYOD transition path.

Why you need it
Mobile expenses are sky rocketing with the use of Smart phones. There is no visibility into
the data and voice usage for the mobile devices in any organization.
Bring your own device (BYOD) is the right strategy for enterprises, but they don’t know
where to start and how to include cost savings as part of overall decision making process.
Above all, EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) and TEMs (Telecom Expense Management
Services) are very expensive and enterprises need a simple tool to get visibility and
actionable BI data to deal with wireless expenses.
1Mobility has developed a sophisticated Mobile Expense Management solution, designed
with advanced ETL tools for extracting data from complex carrier PDF mobile bills.
Our state-of-the art engine is capable of recognizing reoccurring patterns of data layout,
formatting, and content thus identifying fields and records to be extracted automatically.
The platform is scalable and can process telecom bills of thousands of wireless numbers
(line).
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Process

Simple steps

Enterprises can use the expense
management tool in either of the
following options
 Integrated BI platform
 Data extraction tool
As a part of 1Mobility (Enterprise
Mobility Solution Suite)
 Cloud Based
 Privately installed








Assign cost centers to the devices
Upload monthly corporate bill
Generate reports
Guidance on BYOD transition path
Track and report transition and
expense shift
Self-service web portal for employees
for expense filing

Summary
1Mobility’s Mobile Expense Management system includes advanced ETL tools for
extracting data from complex carrier PDF mobile bills and process the information to bring
you following benefits








Simplicity
Cost effectiveness
Scalability
Demonstrable path to BYOD strategy
Integrated BI platform
Web and Mobile interface for employees to upload their bills
Optimize corporate plans with effectively tracking Data and Voice usage
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